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INTRODUCTION
The present pandemic has exposed us to unprecedented challenges that need to be addressed
not just for the current state, but also for possible future similar occurrences. It is worth
pointing out that discussions on the allocation of medical resources may not necessarily refer
to an exception, but, unfortunately, to a regular condition for a large part of humanity (1). The
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criteria for admission to an Intensive Care Unit (ICU) setting
generally take into account multiple factors. There must be
a diagnostic and prognostic basis for the decisions made,
considering both biological factors and patient values and wishes.
Furthermore, the decision-making process should, whenever
possible, respect the patient’s advance directives as well as the
relationship with the patient’s family or attorney. Therapeutic
neglect should be avoided.
Having applied standard clinical evaluation criteria for the
appropriate treatment of patients with COVID-19, including
consideration of prognosis, if a hospital then finds itself unable
to provide optimal treatment (e.g., due to a disproportion
between the number of patients and the availability of beds,
healthcare providers, ventilators, and drugs in the ICU), it
becomes necessary to evaluate, case by case, how to achieve
justice and the best possible good for the greatest number
of patients. It is therefore mandatory to explore alternative
solutions; these include increasing available beds and healthcare
providers, implementing alternative, though suboptimal,
approaches (where appropriate), transferring patients to
other clinical units, etc. Making these decisions properly also
involves the recovery of the political role of medicine and
science (2).
If the imbalance between needs and resources reaches
a critical level, an emergency triage protocol, following the
operational and ethical indications of “disaster medicine,”
should be activated. These have been deployed in major and
serious natural (earthquakes or tsunamis for example) and
technological (factory explosions, public transport accidents
for example) disasters, as well as following terrorist attacks
(3, 4). The question of the feasibility of developing a clinical
evaluation algorithm to support the decision-making of the
triage team remains open, though many such protocols have
been written.
According to the above, we propose the following five ethical
criteria for the triage of patients in conditions of limited
resources, such as the COVID pandemic. They are the result of an
interdisciplinary and intercultural dialogue between specialists
from different disciplines. Several of the authors are working
in the main epicenters of the crisis and currently are playing a
central role in the bioethical, clinical, social and legal aspects of
the management of the COVID-19 pandemic.
ETHICAL TRIAGE CRITERIA
• We take the following three general principles as evaluative
references: (a) the good of a single patient should be
considered in the framework of the common good. Common
good means the good of all people and of the whole person.
It is rooted in the idea of human dignity, which gives birth
to the humanitarian imperative conveyed in the first core
principle of “disaster medicine”; the common good also means
that, in a Global Health framework, patients are not just
isolated individuals but persons with strong ties to their
communities, and therefore both patient and community need
to be taken into account (5); (b) no one must be abandoned or
discriminated against for any reason (6); (c) before denying
a necessary referral of a patient to an ICU, due to lack of
resources, it is required to consider alternatives both for the
immediate case and, based on the experience gained, for
similar future cases.
• Appropriate assistance to any person in need of medical care
should be provided whenever possible. In critical situations,
the criteria for determining priority are the urgency and
severity of the clinical situation. Consideration should also be
given to the effectiveness and proportionality of the medical
intervention, with the goal of obtaining the greatest possible
benefit for the greatest number of patients.
• Triage must be carried out on a case-by-case basis, with
reference not only to the patient’s clinical condition but
also to the availability of resources in the hospital. Possible
transfer initiatives to other larger and better resourced
national or foreign intensive care units must also be
considered. Triage must not proceed using a standardized
approach where the sole decision-making criteria is
age (7).
• Inappropriate treatments are not acceptable.
• Adequate forms of palliative and spiritual care must be
assured, where necessary.
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